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First Page Children’s Novel Rubric 
The first page of a children’s chapter book, middle grade (MG) novel, or young adult 
(YA) novel is important. First, it must catch an agent’s or editor’s eye. Then, it must 
capture the heart of the reader to want to read the entire book. 
 
FIRST PAGE EVALUATION  
Does it have these essential ingredients for a first page?  
Character: 
Y N Introduces MC (Main Character) 
Y N Establishes at least one unique trait of MC 
Y  N MC has current, endearing, or unique name 
Y N Dialog is realistic, flows naturally, and is believable 
 
Setting: 
Y N Establishes sense of place and time 
 
Plot: 
Y N Establishes or hints at (foreshadows) main story problem 
Y N  Grabs the reader and pulls you immediately into the story 
Y N  Makes you want to turn the page and keep reading 
 
Audience: 
Y N Emotional impact that hits target age 
Y N You liked the first page as an adult reader 
 
IDENTIFY THE TECHNIQUES  
Does the first page… 
Y N Start its first sentence with a strong hook? 
Y N  Start in the middle of a scene? 
Y N  Start with information to set up the story arc? 
Y N Establish the genre? 
Y N Establish a strong voice or pattern for the rest of the book? 
Y N Written in present or past tense? 
Y N Written with a consistent POV (point of view) in first or third person or? 
Y N Introduce a fresh twist on a universal theme? 
Y N Target product line of a specific publisher? 
 
Circle every verb. Which weak verbs can be replaced with strong verbs? 
Circle every vague or weak word. Which words can be replaced with strong words? 
Does the use of metaphors or other poetic devices enhance the writing without being 
overwritten? 
 
Identify Universal Theme: 
Identify Fresh and Original Approach (If there isn’t one, how can this improve?): 
Identify Market: Commercial? Classic? Educational? Christian? General? Other? 
More thoughts on back… 


